
The NCR RealPOS High Performance Handheld Scanner increases 
productivity with higher performance and speed
Effortlessly speed through barcodes, even barcodes in poor condition. 
Wherever you need to quickly capture and process data — at a retail 
checkout counter, in pharmacies, hospitals and light warehouse 
environments — this ergonomically-designed scanner increases your 
accuracy and productivity. The scanner’s design and high-quality 
construction cut your maintenance costs and reduce downtime.

 
a single scanner
The NCR RealPOS High Performance Handheld Scanner is intuitive and 
increases productivity. Even novice users can speed up the checkout 
process and increase customer satisfaction in retail, warehouse and 
medical environments.

The scanner’s multi-interface and universal cables can be connected 
 to a variety of hosts, allowing you to easily update your system.  
And because it’s designed for the newest symbologies (such as GS1 
DataBar™), you’ll be able to use it even when requirements change.

The NCR RealPOS High Performance Handheld Scanner is designed 
for constant, rigorous use in retail, of!ce and light industrial settings. 
With reliability you can depend on, the scanner has a 6ft drop spec 
and keeps running even after being dropped multiple times.

In addition to the handheld scanner, you receive the added assurance 
of purchasing an NCR product. Because even durable products require 
a maintenance plan and support strategy, NCR has designed a full set 
of service offerings to help you protect your investment.
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Experience a new world of interaction

NCR RealPOS™ High Performance Handheld Scanner

 

Do you need to quickly capture and process data, 
even from hard-to-read or damaged barcodes? 
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Adaptive Connectivity allows for connectivity 
to all of the above plus many non-standard 
interfaces.

drops to concrete

arti!cial indoor and natural outdoor (direct 
sunlight) lighting conditions

REGULATORY

EN60950/IEC950

ACCESSORIES

Why NCR? 
With over 125 years of retail experience, NCR is a 
leading global provider of assisted- and self-service 
solutions. We help our clients around the world 
improve their customer interactions, implement 
change quickly and proactively, and transform their 
businesses to become leaders and change agents. 
We can help you, too.


